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(Natural News) A massive criminal complaint filed last week with Texas Attorney General Ken

Paxton’s office accuses the makers of COVID-19 vaccines, as well as all corporate and

government officials involved in pushing and distributing them, with “murder” and “crimes against

humanity.”

The complaint, which was filed by Harris County resident Jack E. Boteler, represents “all

interested parties and subscribed citizens and residents of the United States of America who

received any Emergency Use Authorization investigational injection of genetic biologic material

(mRNA or adenoviral DNA) coding for the Wuhan spike protein known to be the pathogenic

structure of SARS-CoV-2 designed to provoke the human body to produce antibodies for Covid

19, commonly referred to as the ‘Covid 19 vaccines.'”

Some of those specifically named in the complaint include:
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— Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases and the

Chief Medical Advisor to President Joe Biden;

— George Soros, billionaire financier and globalist counter-revolutionary

— Dr. Deborah Birx, White House Coronavirus Response Coordinator under President Donald

Trump

— Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus of the World Health Organization

— Dr. Francis Collins, former director of the National Institutes of Health

— CNN founder and billionaire media mogul Ted Turner

— Billionaire Microsoft founder and noted vaccine pusher Bill Gates

— The directors and principals of the Food and Drug Administration, Dept. of Health and Human

Services; the NIH, NIAID, and several other U.S. government agencies;

— Big Pharma

— Anyone else associated with manufacturing, marketing, and distributing COVID vaccines.

“This Complaint alleges murder and crimes against humanity arising from a collection of facts,

observations, expert opinions, media reports and eye-witness testimony,” Boteler’s complaint

continues.

“It will show that Defendants planned and executed, jointly and/or severely, the development and

release of a bio warfare toxin, referred to herein as either “SARS-CoV-2” or “Covid 19” and/or as

the ‘Spike Protein’ component with the dual objectives of: 1) global depopulation, and 2)

population control leading to a one-world government by inducing panic, economic hardship,

terror, death and injury to global populations,” it adds.

Boteler also explained:

By employing psychological warfare mechanisms, including but not limited to media reports,

public policy, coercion, deceit, mandates, bribes, travel restrictions, employment restrictions, free

speech restrictions and liberty restrictions, this complaint will also show that Defendants seek to
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induce the global population into receiving a pre-planned experimental gene therapy commonly

referred to as “Covid 19 Vaccines” in furtherance of their aforementioned objectives.

The complaint then laid out cases against Fauci, Gates and others who are listed as defendants,

citing reams of data, several reports and a timeline of events spanning decades and leading up

to what the complaint alleges was the purposeful release of SARS-CoV-2 after it was

manufactured in a Wuhan, China lab. It also cites Fauci for allegedly funding “gain of function

research” that creates hyper-infectious viruses, ostensibly for the purpose of research.

It also quotes Fauci, who reportedly met with then-President-elect Donald Trump to warn: “There

is no question that there will be a challenge to the coming administration in the arena of

infectious diseases. … The thing we’re extraordinarily confident about is that we are going to see

this in the next few years.”

The complaint concludes, “The overwhelming sum of information presented herein, much of it

incontrovertible, offers more than sufficient probable cause to believe that one or more of the

named Defendants has committed the offenses alleged in this Criminal Complaint, specifically

mass murder through the commission of crimes against humanity.”

Defendants “planned, coordinated, colluded and collaborated among two or more named and

unnamed Defendants to design a criminal enterprise” surrounding the creation of COVID-19,

says the complaint, adding they also conspired to create a biological weapon which was

eventually unleashed on the world.
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